Peppard Church Loop
DIFFICULTY RATING: MODERATE Fields, woodland tracks & hilly in places.
Why not collect twigs on your way around the route and make some of the things on the next page when you get home?
ROUTE

MAP

1.Start at Peppard Church.
2. Walk down the lane with Peppard Church on your left. When you get to the end of
the lane, turn right, go through the gate & out onto the field.
3. Follow the footpath along the left-hand edge of the field until you reach the edge
of the field. You are now at the red arrow & should have a beautiful view of the
fields in front of you.
4. The footpath now becomes a track. Follow the track as it bends right down the hill
and then left as it flattens out along the edge of the field.
5. Continue to follow the track along the edge of the field (past the track on your
right.) Your track will eventually bend to the left & then continue into the woodland.
(Yellow arrow on map.)
6. Follow the path straight through the woodland until you reach a crossroads of
paths.
(Green arrow.)
7. Turn left through the kissing gate & follow the path straight in front of you for
about ¾ mile. (You will have the golf course on both sides of you.)
8. You will eventually reach at small incline. When you reach this, go through the
kissing gate on your right.
9. You will now be on the footpath which runs between two fields (blue arrow on the
map.)
10. Follow this footpath until it meets the lane at the end.
11. Turn right & you will find Peppard Church on your right-hand side.

https://footpathapp.com/routes/church-lane-loop/FCC6E1B6957F-441C-8460-DFEAD9B0036D?s=134658

Peppard Church Loop
What can you do with the twigs you collected?

Make a twig boat
Does it float?

Try twig weaving

Create your name

Make a key ring

Make a photo frame

Make a family of twig people

